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The Construction Occupational Health Program (COHP) at the University of Massachusetts Lowell was established in 1992 to conduct research to identify and prevent the health hazards experienced by construction
workers. Lowell scientists and staff collaborate with building trades unions and the regional construction industry to study and prevent the health and safety risks faced by workers on the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel
project in Boston, which was the biggest public works construction project in the history of the country.
The COHP staff and researchers had known for a long time that the experts on job safety and health were the
people who developed this expertise on the job: the building trade workers. Practical solutions do not necessarily require high technology and may get overlooked. Workers do have the knowledge to identify and reduce
risk for injuries and illnesses, particularly if they are the ones that are exposed. They are the most motivated to
improve their health, and, being in the construction environment, constantly face the demand to overcome
physical and conceptual barriers just to get the job done.
The COHP's innovation is an opportunity for the solutions derived from trade workers to have a greater impact.
Their solutions, printed in a newsletter aptly titled Bright Ideas, are both straightforward and creative. Since
1998 the Bright Idea has been mailed to over 3,000 trades people, contractors, research facilities, and government agencies worldwide. Our goal with Bright Ideas is to get the idea out to the people who need it the
most and to give support to the idea of "working smarter, not harder; fix the job not the worker." Below is a
complete list of the Bright Idea series.
Name of Bright Idea

Problem

Solution

#1 Spatula

Picking up tiles with gloves

Trowel turned spatula

#2 Post and Bracket railing
system

How to keep safety railings up
during construction.

Use scrap metal to build a post
and brackets system

Using two wrenches at once

A light wrench support

Lifting, holding metal pieces

A clamp fitting for very heavy
lifting
A mirror on the dash

#3 Pipe wrench stand
#4 The "Binford Crab" Clamp

#6 Trailer Lift

Staring up all day, in one position
Equipment too heavy to lift
properly

#7 lronworkers' Box

Working with your arms above
your shoulders

#8 McGovern Lever

Forceful overhead drilling

#5 CraneMirror

A rotating pillar, a wheel and a
pipe arm
A wooden box
Using an adjustable see-saw
attached to scaffolding to serve
as a lift

The University COHP is supported by research grants from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health through the Center to Protect Workers' Rights in Washington, D.C. COHP has published eight Bright
Ideas to date, and we still have interest to do more. The Bright Ideas collection can be viewed on our website
at: http://www.uml.edu/Dept/WE/COHP/Documents/bridea.htm.

Contact: Scott Fulmer. • Univ. of Massachusetts COHP • 1 University Dr. • Kitson 200 • Lowell, MA
978-934-3351 • Fax 978-452-5711 • www.uml.edu/Dept/WE/COHP/Documents/bridea.htm.
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